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Abstract
Our project was to design something that
used flexible fabrication aspects which
would be associated with a chosen topic. The high impact need that my group
chose was improving the sustainability
facet of an everyday shoe. The reasoning for this area is because shoes create a
massive amount of landfill; with having
the sole glued to the upper part, as well
as the upper part having a lot of excess
material after being laser cut from the
material itself.
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Background
The footwear industry is very
wasteful; shoes revolved around
repairability and longevity is
not a common thing seen in
today’s brands. This is seen in
the inability for users to repair
themselves otside of dress/
leather shoes. When designing
shoes around the repairing aspect, there is going to be a prolonged life of the product and
therefore the materials, potentially by years. The aim of the
shoe design will be to address
sustainability and future luxury
through repairabilty, modularity and user individuality.
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Waste from old shoes in landfill

Design Research
When it came to the research for our group project
we first started off by finding things that we were
passionate about. This expanding into looking at
shoes when we got together to discuss what we
wanted to move forward for our major project.
We then each individually found examples of
shoes that already incorporated some sort of sustainability or involved something that would be
considered future luxury. Even things that are not
used in today’s shoes were researched to grasp a
better understanding of what the potential of the
next generation of shoes could be. These ideas
included modularity, biomimicry, different materials and different manufacturing processes.
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Outersole could be useful in our design

Modular Idea could be cool
Definately using 3D print
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Design Project
The design is primarily targeted towards a customer that is fairly informed in regard to their consumer behaviour and environmental footprint. As
well as towards people that tend to go through
their shoes quicker then most people. The design
uses recycled worn tyres as an outsole, a 3D print
for the midsole, and all sorts of different upcycled
materials that would be used for the upper of the
shoe. To go with the modular theme of the shoe,
the upper is able to be detached from the sole as
it has a zipper that connects the two parts of the
shoe together. This allows the shoe to become a
slide as well as a sneaker.
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Gab’s digital illustration of what the design
could look like
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Process
The flexible fabrication process that was used in our
design was the material for the upper part of the
shoe, which needed to be flexible to occupy the individual’s feet. For this design we decided to use
multiple fabrics sewn together for each version of
the shoe upper to show the recyclable part of the
design. This included things like upcycled sportswear/mesh, different types of recylable neoprene/
scuba knit, synthetic cord (sourced from savers) and
a thin piece of plastic coated wool was used for trim.
The other fabrics that were use was the zippers for
that were sewn onto the midsole and the polyester innersole that was sewn to the midsole aswell.
The non-fabric materials that we used for the shoe
involved PLA and ASA filaments for the 3D printed
parts and the outersole rubber bike tyres that we
were given from a motorbike repair shop.
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Sourcing some of the materials that we would use
in our initial prototype and
final design.
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CAD models of what we are going to get 3D printed
for the final design. Their were also a few more pins
that were done as well, but they all look pretty similar
anyway.
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The drawings helped make a
pattern for the upper of the
shoe.

Figuring out how the slide
is going to work for our
shoe design.
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Gabby made the pattern piece for
the upper of the shoe using this
last and made some interesting
patterns on the piece as well.

Printed out the sole in two
parts as the 3D printers
are not big enough for the
single piece.
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The sole needed sanding and spray painting,
then just putting in the tyre pieces with the
pins and that part was done. The upper used
multiple types of fabrics in a smooth pattern
to have such a simplictic yet arty style when
it was finished.
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The zipper was sewn onto the 3D print and the
inner sole then it was ready to be tested out to
see if it the two uppers kip together properly.
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Outcome
Our new look shoe design incorporates a 3D
printed midsole with tyre pieces as the outsole using a series of recycled uppers. With
modularity being the key focus, the shoe
is to be made of interchangeable parts that
can easily be alternated to the users desire
whether it is for aesthetics or for its effectiveness. The modular shoe design is to reduce
the amount of footware purchases which
would go hand-in-hand with having a longer
life cycle. The reasoning is that some components can be replaced or repaired instead of
getting rid of the shoe entirely, which ultimately ends in landfill.
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Reflection
The shoe turned out better than I pictured it would,
although this was after we had to remove some of
the advanced modularity parts to the upper; another zipper through the middle of the upper. This was
due to how minimal flexibility the zippers have as
well as the shape of the final upper that we had
agreed upon. Some of the major issues came from
the 3D printers themselves as they happen to get a
bit temperamental as we needed to print big/long
jobs. The resulting effect of this was that we had to
cut the sole in half and print each part separately
then glue them back together. Some things that I
learnt through this process was how difficult it is to
make a pattern for a shoe, as well as the amount of
effort it takes to design a shoe because every person’s foot is a different shape.
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